Department of History, University of Reading – Assignment Cover Sheet
Sections A-C to be completed by student; section D to be completed by seminar tutor.

A. Student details and declaration

I confirm that this essay is solely my own work and that full and appropriate acknowledgement has been made of all sources, and that I have presented an accurate word count. I have proof read and corrected this essay to the best of my ability.

● Signed:

● Surname:  ● Degree Programme:

● First name:  ● Year of entry:

B. Assignment details

● Course title:  ● Seminar Tutor:

● Short title of essay/assignment:  ● Word Count:
excluding references & bibliography _____ words.

NB: Essays that exceed the word limit by more than 5% will incur a penalty of five marks.

● Date due & term:  ● Submission date:

C. Student self-assessment

Please put any comments you wish to make about your essay. These may be both negative (eg. difficulties in locating reading; other problems encountered in structuring your essay; lack of background knowledge etc.) and positive (eg. research discoveries; enjoyment of investigating and writing on subject; strength of argument etc.)

NB: Your mark may be revised by the second-marker.

D. Assessment details

Comments (continued overleaf if necessary)
In addition to general remarks, these should include reference to: presentation; style, spelling and grammar; bibliography and references; organisation, structure and argument; use of evidence. Please note that comments are also made on the submitted work itself.

Mark or grade:  Seminar tutor’s initials & date: